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Two schools of thought exist with egard to the goals
of humanities ,instruction. The "university orienta icn" Flgces an
emphabis:Apon impersonal, intellectual, and Furely academic
oblectives. The "liberal arts orientation" maintains that humanities
instruction should ,contribute to the beliefs, values, expeCtations,

eattitudes, fedts, emotions, And self-images of students. This latter
orientation; which ,is- currently strongly represented in the
literature, tends to be pushing the huranAties from its traditional
place with specialized college program bito the realm of general
education. One way to resolve these ccrflicting demands on COM4NnitY
colleges, is to develop a two-pronged curriculum with courses which
serve the two interest groups of transfer students wishing to
transfer college credits directly to a four-year inttitution,-and
other students whose interests may lie in cultural enrichment.
Extremes of releVance-seeking approaches that are academically
unsophisticated, and courses with overwhelmingly rigorcus standards
are to be' avoided. The humanities department chairperson ,should take
a leadership role' in promoting the right course of actict in
individual institutons: (A bibliography is included.) (BB)
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Goal Conflict in Humanities Education

In roductio

The rol department /division chairpersons have'in com-

munity and four-year colleges is _tine that, in socidlogicat
.1

is characterized by :role conflict.. It is the, pterms,

pose of this essay:to docUment a case for the claim th

humani

charac

--chairpersons find theMselves in a role forth

-erized,by goal conflict. Two ,scho is of thought

education are presented. It-ia argu dregarding humanities

that community and four-year ,college humanities areas .have

a commitment to and are influenced by both schools of 'thought

Conflicting directions are thus pressed on humanities areas

and their-mid-level leaders. The nature of these conflicts

di cussed. Two proposals fOrdeaiing'iwith the conflicts

are prsented emphasizing the role of the mid-leVel leader-.

Two Views ,of Humanities Education

Hegarding the teaching.ofphilosophy Gbosens''argues

-that philosioPhy-should.nOt b'e thought to promote -'ways of

" This aim, or the similar "cultural enriahme '

e the familiar liberal arts o general eau6ation aimz,

often thought to be the particular sponsibility.of philos-

ophy and other humanities disciplines. But, Goosens implies

that these general education aims must encompass a larger



segment o the educational process thatsthe primary/instruc-
.

tonal vel. That is, the institution should have such gOAls,
%

towardi the achievement of which philosophy and the other

humanities disciplines mate a contribution. The achievement

of this.broad aim involves contributing to at shaping the

belief's, values, expectations, attitudes, fears, emotions and

lf-images of students.3 _Tndividual disciplines cannot be

saddled with such a broad aim. They should be charged With

more impersonal and intellectual objectives. The goal of

teaching philosdphyv as GoOsens seed it, is to teach a cer

tain special kind of-creative prdductivity. 4

A,

Loosens' position is not unchar cterittic of the stance

adopted by those in major university philosophy departments.

It appears thatrthe position-is also_ characteristic of those
I

in major university. departments of other humanities areas- 5

These de -rtments exert a major influence on the atti7

tudes of community and four-year college profesSors an4 on

the curriculu .

the majority c

hey influence faculty attitudes because

facu ty are trained in the academic Masters

and Doctors cue. ee programs offered in those departments.

They influencecurriculum, for such university departments

have the deciding voice in' determining the transferability

of community and four-year college courses. 7
The views here

attributed to the Liniversity humanities areas will be called
.

the 'university- orientation'.



At the same time the university oriehtation pushes the

goals of-humanitiesieducation in one direction there is

another, view which exerts influence on community and four-

year college humanitie6 education. This view will be called

the 'liberal education orientation'. This Position.mhinl.

tains that humanitiesinstruction should be directed toward

the. broader goal GooSens deiegrates,

Recentliterature:re_ardinTdirections in community

,
college. humani les education supports .the conclusionthat tl the

shift from the ''junior college "` to the "community college"

mode has caused humanities education to be evaluated more

in terms,of its contribution to general education thanthe

previously emphasized contribution to specialized uniyersity

programs.

Koltai urges. that the emphasis on cultural' heritage note

be_lot'in the effort tol make community college education

acco ntable to the vocational and pragmatic demands being

placed on community colleges.
8

Turesky emphasizes they

humanities' codtribution to students' critical awareness

A 64 Commission on the Humanities stressed the humanities'
,

contribution town
.

:1human beings.. 0 r Luskin sees the humanities' role as that of

getting students to ask the central question of what things

d engendering. the development of integrated

have intrinsic value.
11 Marty recommend- that thelaumanities

be taught intensify Students' interest in liberating



humane purposes; 1 Peerson holds thatthe buma4ties

into

pro-

4

mote inquiry nto the meaning and purpose of human' exis-
7 .

tense 13 Janaro'identifies the goal of humanities education

to he br9adly defined as promoting the self-actualization of

students.14 Silverman reports that the gdal of secondary

school humanities pr6grams is viewed to be some species of

moral improvement: the aims of the program being extrinsic

to the subject matter.15 Grabo argues for a combination of

,content approach with emphasis on general student

development: 16 Sievers emphasizes that the hilTanities should

"engage" students In addressing the central moral questions

f daily'existence.17

These themes echo the traditional aims of,geperal-or

14-beral arts education that have been around'for decades.

McGrath's work of the-late 1940's presents characterizations

of the goals of humanities education essentially the same as

those just listed18

Resulting -Conflicts and Problexis

There is a major problem confronting someone in an

educational leadership role in humanities education-in Com-,

munity and four-year colleges. The desirability of trans-

ferability pushes the basic conflict to the forefront. Grover

pinpoints the problem when he. says:- "If two-year college,

philosophy instructors' do a good job as university-orient
,

Profesaionals, they do a bad-.job ai junior college,



instructoks.19- -The 'converse also seems tip hold..2 Cohen also
1

recognizes the impinging gravity of the proble ituation

-confronting-those involved in. humanities education.- He-sees

the probleM being,one of conflict betweenthe imPracti%cality

of humanities'_loals with comtunitydemands.for positive

results. 20

.How are the gaps between serving community demans,

serving academia, ana serving the mission of general educa-

tion to bebridged?-tinding answers to this question is -a

major prqblet, that confronts humanities department/division

chairpersons.

To be sure this problem is not dnique to the humanities

disciplines. It bears equally on all those havi g a part in.

the transfer component of community or four-year college cur-

ricu

reality of humanities education as it exists today which

must be recognized and dealt with.

Nonetheless this basic problem over goals is a

Recommended `Solution"

On the assumpticins that wery few community or four-year

colleges can throw out their transfer level humanities courses

and that there will be continuing need to serve students

with pragmatic interests it follows that a humanities

department\ /division chairperson has a difficu t problem t

A direct way' deal with' this problem is for

the disciplines in the department/division to develop



:?two-fmonged" curriculum. That is, courses designed to serve

the two different interest groups. This suggestion has the

advantages and drawbacks of.."developmental'-course" programs.

The less academically oriented courses can befeeders to the

transfer courses for those going that direction but are

deficient basic skills'. The tame courses can stand on

their own for humanities credit at the Associates or Bachelors
0

degree level. The main disadvantage is that any division

between students bound for further.aoademic work and those,

not tend to take a condetcendinc, elitist tone. This how-
.

-

ever can be minimized through planning and cooperation from

student services people, faculty, and administrators,

. A choice is involved. in this recommendation. Should,

an effort be-Made to give students the best- course for their

-level and aspirations, or -should- everyone be fitted into one

mold? The fatter alternative is the author's choice. This

choice _is the only one consistent with the community and

four-year ,college "philosophY." But in addition to the com-
. /

munity and four-year college ideal there is the community and

four-year co
-4

AO
ge-reality. This taket us to consideration

of the Matter of resources. Can a community:or four-year col-

lege afford, to implement such two-pfonged programs. Many

wouldsay "no'" and commencLprOgrams that in' the end do not

do justice to the needs of one or the other studeht interest

group. This is to abandon the community college ideal and-
,

may be detrimental to' the aims of four-year colleges. is



sayi in effect, that'Ehe institution Cannot afford to do

what
-

it,is.Charged to do. The present propOsal is that the

institution find Ways to support those Programs necessary to

the attainment of the institutions' basic aims.2 2 A human7

ities department/division chairperson should take a leader-

ship e in promoting the right course of action in her pr

his institution.

Challenges and Pitfalls

The implementation of a two-pronged curriculum will not

in itself resolve the goal conflict between the university

orientation and the liberal education orientation. For the

two-pronged curriculum addresses the problem of differing,

student interests and abilities. That leaves the matter of

the direction of the,total 'instructional effort undefined.

Thusa humanities department division che person must find

additional means to resolve or make manageabl the goal cOns

flicts that exist.

A first step towards resolution seems to be to equally

recognize the value of ,both sets of gbals and to.strive for

a happy marriage between the-two in thedepartment/division

program. Such-a marriage could take the form of not sac-

rificing profesional standards while at the'sa-e time

adjusting- their application to the level, interests and needs

of he students* Faculty who are teaching professionals as

we_l.as academic professionals will be sensitive to the



limitations on the degree to which professional standards

can be applied to foster student growth and enrichment.

There are two extremes that must be avoided-. One,

the attempt to satisfy sent interest though those

relevance-seeking.apProaches:that-are-a ademically unophis-

ticated. Such approaches may be po ar enjoyable to

students but da not,serve to advan eir intellectual-

em tional development. Examples that come to mind are such

things as the teachitg of eastern religions and occult'

studies under the auspices of the pumanitied.. There are

philosophical, literary and ethical contents to these s

jects but in many relevance-oriented-programs this content

is not treated in an intellectually respectable manner.

Rather the students are too often encouraged to "try on"

different !'modes of life." This is analogous to having com-.

parptive religion students conduct Mass while studying
4

Catholicism. This has such minimal cognitive value that.it

should not-be Considered a\respectable approach to _anities

education. Humanities edification needs to promote the stir-

dents' intellec al capacity to understand and evaluate ideas

and theories of practice. Also -to prortiote the students'

effective sensitivity-to differing cultural forms. -Relevance-
,

seeking can sell out the humanities stake in these goals with

the result that students leave a'course with some new know-,:

ledge and experience but with no greater level of



sophistication for being -able to deal with the phii _phical

aesthetic and ethical dimensions of life.

The second extreme to be avoided is the attempt to be

so rigorous and true to professional standards that students

,are overwhelmed,by the unfamiliarityHand_ditficulty-of what

they are require to confgont. In this situation students

memorize their way through but get "turned off" by their

-experience and do not integrate the benefits offerad'becaUse!

they were pitched too high.

Finding the magic line between these two extremes

riot an easy task, diet it 1.5a task' that each faculty ie-ber

should struggle with. A huManities department/division

chairperson has the, esponsibility to underStand the con-,

flict situation and foster understanding among the faculty.
-

In addition a humanities Chairperson should consciously
-strive for the proper balance between the conflicting goals_

in the,ins ructional programs under her or his supervision.
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